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Abstract 
Kwiecinski, M., Extending finite mappings to affine spaces, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 76 (1991) 151-153. 
We prove that any finite mapping 
of the ambient affine space. 
of an affine algebraic set can be extended to a finite mapping 
1. Introduction 
Let k be any field, V,W algebraic subsets of k”*,k” respectively. A regular 
mappingf=(f,,..., f,,) : V+ W induces a homomorphism f* : k[W]+ k[V] de- 
fined by f*(p) = p( f,, . . . , f,,). A mapping f is called finite if k[V] is a finitely 
generated f*(k[W])- module; in other words, if k[V] is an integral extension of 
f*(k[W]). Our main goal is to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem. Let V,W be algebraic subsets of k”‘,k” respectively 
f : V+ W be a finite mapping. Then there exists a finite mapping 
that Fi, = f. 
with m 5 n. Let 
F : k”‘+ k” such 
Remark 1. In the above theorem, the affine spaces cannot be replaced by 
arbitrary algebraic varieties with the same assumption on their dimensions. For 
example, the mapping f: {l}--,{(l, 1)) cannot be extended to a regular noncon- 
stant mapping from C to the hyperbola xy = 1. 
Remark 2. For k = C, the field of complex numbers, the problem of extending 
regular embeddings has attracted some attention and has been solved only 
partially-see, for example, [l, 21. Our theorem is the solution of an extension 
problem in the wider class of finite mapping,, c which in this case are well known to 
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be precisely those regular mappings which are proper in the Euclidean topology 
induced from the affine spaces (i.e., such that preimages of compact sets are 
compact). For an easy proof of this last characterization see, for example, [4]. 
2. Proof of the main theorem 
Notice that we can assume W= k”. 
Step 1. We construct a finite mapping $ : k”’ + k” X k”‘, such that $1, = ( f, 0). 
From the finiteness of f we may choose manic polynomials 
h;(T) = T”, + pi,,,_l( flv * * * 7 jf;,)T’,~-’ + . l . + P,o( fiq * * * 9 f,,) 
in one variable T over k[ f, , . . . , f,,], such that, for i = 1, . . . , m we have hi(xi) = 0 
in k[V], where Xi denotes the image of Xi in the natural projection 
k[X,, . . . , &] + k[V]. 
Choose any regular mapping G = (Gi t . s . , G,,) : k”, -.-.: k” suck t!e GI v = f snd 
define manic polynomials 
Hi(T) = T”, + pi,,,_ ,(G, , . . . , G,,) T”,-’ + l . . + PjI,(G,, . . . , G,,). 
The mapping 
@ = (G,. -. . 9 G,,, H,(X,), . . . , J-&,(X,,,)) 
has the reqired properties. Indeed, Hi(Xi) E I(V) for i = 1, . . . , m and hence 
$1, = (f, 0). Furthermore, each Xi is the root of the manic polynomial i!i(T) - 
Hi(Xi j which belongs to k[G,, . . . , G,,, H,(X,), . . . , H,,,(X,,,)][ T], and SO II, is 
finite. Thus, we have completed Step 1. 
Step 2. Consider the algebraic set N = Zariski closure of $(k”‘). (In fact. $(k”‘) is 
Zariski-closed, Q!J being finite, but we do not need that much.) We shall construct a 
finite mapping 7~ : U * k” of the form 
where zi are ciasses of coordinates in k[U] and Ri are polynomials with coeficients 
in k. 
The reader is refered i-3 Chapter II, Section 3 of [3] for basic facts about 
Noetherian normalization which we shall use. The following lemma, although not 
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explicitly stated in Kunz’s book, follows easily from a closer examination of 
Lemma 3.2 and Stepc 1 and 2 of the ronstruction used in the proof of the Noether 
Normalization Theorem presented therein. 
ma. LetA=k[Z,.... , Z,J /I, where I is a proper ideal of the polynomial ring 
k[Z,,..., 2 l. For any natural number n, such that dim A I n 5 s, there exist 
polynomials R , (Z,, + , , . . . , Z,). . . . , R,,(Z,, + , , . . . , Z, ) such that A is a finitely 
generated k[ Z, t R, (Z,, + , , . . . , Z,,), . . . , Z,, + R,,(Z,,+ ,, . . . , Z,)]-module (dim 
denotes bull dimension). If the field k is infinite, then we may choose Ri 
linear. Cl 
Let us now proceed to construct the mapping 7~ First, notice that the Krull 
dimension of k[ U] is m. Indeed, rf X[ Y, , . . . , Y,,] is a Noetherian normalization of 
k[U], then, by the finiteness of +, k[+“( Y,), . . . , qV’( Y,,)] is a Noetherian 
normalization of k[X,. . . . , X,,,], and hence obviously dim k[ U] = d = 
dim k[X,, . . . , X,,,] = m. 
Hence, since n 2 m = dim k[ U] we can 
The mapping 7~ defined with polynomials 
of this step) has the required properies. 
apply the lemma to the k-algebra k[ U]. 
R; from the lemma (as at the beginning 
This finishes Step 2. 
Step 3. Construction of the mapping F. 
The mapping F = TO 7~ 0 I,& where T is the translation of k” by the vector 
(-QO,.. .,O) ,... ,-R,,(O ,... ,O)) is finite (as the composition of finite map- 
pings) and obvio:rsly Fl v =fi This finishes Step 3 and the proof of the main 
theorem. Cl 
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